Introduction

Flexera’s Software Vulnerability Manager (formerly called Software Vulnerability Manager 2019) is a vulnerability and patch management software solution that facilitates a customized patch management process. It combines vulnerability intelligence, vulnerability scanning, and patch creation with patch deployment tool integration to enable targeted, reliable, and cost-efficient patch management.

Vulnerability and patch management are critical components of any security infrastructure because they enable proactive detection and remediation of vulnerabilities before they are actively exploited and your security compromised. With Software Vulnerability Manager, IT operations and security teams are empowered to prevent vulnerability threats from both Microsoft and non-Microsoft (third-party) product vulnerabilities, covering Microsoft Windows, macOS, and Red Hat Enterprise Linux.

Software Vulnerability Manager integrates seamlessly with Microsoft® WSUS and System Center Configuration Manager.
New Features and Enhancements

Software Vulnerability Manager (On-Premises Edition) includes the following new features and enhancements:

- Updated Software Vulnerability Manager User Interface
- Support for Proxy Settings in SVM Patch Publisher
- Support for Logged Path in Scan Paths
- Binary Versions Changed

Note • To see the following new features and enhancements in your Software Vulnerability Manager (On-Premises Edition) interface, you must refresh your browser’s cache (press Ctrl+F5).

Updated Software Vulnerability Manager User Interface

This update presents Software Vulnerability Manager with a new, refreshed and modern user interface. While the overall layout, menu options and their placement in the user interface almost remain the same, there are couple of significant improvements added, like clicking on a menu item opens a new tab within the SVM console for easy navigation and a new URL.

For more details on the new user interface and FAQ, click here.

Support for Proxy Settings in SVM Patch Publisher

This update allows you to configure a proxy server in the SVM Patch Publisher. When a proxy server is configured, all the communication to the SVM Patch Publisher go through the configured proxy serve.
For more information, see Configure SVM Patch Publisher Proxy Settings.

Support for Logged Path in Scan Paths

When a path is marked as blocked, the SVM scan agent ignores this path for scanning. However, if you wish to log a blocked path for your awareness, then check the new option, available with this update, Log blocked paths when found option in the New Scan Path rule for Block List dialog.

All the blocked paths which are selected for logging will be set to Yes in the new column named Logged in the Block List view under the Scan Paths menu in the left navigation pane.
For a given host, all the products associated with the logged blocked paths can be seen under the new tab named **Blocked Results** for the host in the **Completed Scans**.

### Binary Versions Changed

The following version of the binaries provided are:

- SVM ActiveX Plug-in v7.6.1.19 (no change)
- Single Host Agent v7.6.1.19 (no change)
- SVM Daemon v7.6.1.19 (no change)
- SVM System Center Plugin v7.6.1.19 (no change)
- SVM Patch Publisher v6.1.640 (to download, [click here](#))
- SVM On-Prem Client Toolkit v5.0.547 (to download, [click here](#)) (no change)

### Known Issues

This release of Software Vulnerability Manager (On-Premises Edition) does not include any known issues.
Resolved Issues

The following table lists the customer issues that were resolved in Software Vulnerability Manager (On-Premises Edition):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IOJ-2190921</td>
<td>Agents deployed with custom GroupName switches to Site Name on agent check in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOJ-2250844</td>
<td>Database Console data export giving invalid token error.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOJ-2252378</td>
<td>Dashboard showing the status as “loading” and throwing the console error.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Community Blogs

Please subscribe to latest news on Software Vulnerability Manager by going to https://community.flexera.com/t5/Software-Vulnerability/bg-p/SoftwareVulnerabilityManagementblog and clicking on subscribe.

Product Feedback

Have a suggestion for how we can improve this product? Please share your feedback with the product team by visiting the Software Vulnerability Manager Forum in the Flexera Community:

https://community.flexera.com/t5/Software-Vulnerability/bd-p/SVM-Discussion
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